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To: Mayor and Village Council

Through: Maria T. Aguilar, Village Manager

From: Cheryl Cioffari, AICP, LEED Green Associate, Director of Planning

Date: October 1, 2015

SUBJECT: ORDINANCE AMENDING COMPREHENSIVE PLAN POLICY 1-2.1.8
“ESTABLISH A GROSS FLOOR AREA” TO LIMIT THE MAXIMUM
GROSS FLOOR AREA OF ANY STRUCTURE WITHIN THE
VILLAGE

Background:
At the May 28, 2015 Regular Meeting of the Village Council, the Village Council provided
direction to staff to amend relevant sections of the Comprehensive Plan and the Land
Development Regulations to limit the maximum size of a nonresidential building within the
Village to 10,000 square feet. The Village Council discussed potential exemptions to the
proposed limitation such as for existing structures greater than 10,000 square feet, public
facilities (schools and government buildings), boat barns, and hotels.

At the August 10, 2015 Local Planning Agency (LPA) Meeting, the LPA recommended approval
of the proposed Ordinance (Attachment 1) with a proposed modification to include an exemption
for educational institutional uses.

Analysis:
In a report to the Village Council on June 12, 2014, the Community Character Task Force
(CCTF) developed a community character statement (Attachment A of Attachment 2). In part,
the CCTF stated, “A community’s character would not exist without its residents, whose varied
mores, folkways, lifestyles and environment are inseparable and inextricably linked to any
definition of community character. Islamorada, Village of Islands is a special place, built on an
ancient coral reef, rich in history, environment and ecology, in culture and climate, and small-
town, relaxed atmosphere, all linked to the sea.” Islamorada is a place where residents and
visitors alike experience a Village with the unique charm of a close-knit, family-friendly culture
that is intertwined and dependent upon the natural resources creating a desirable place to live,
work and visit.

The mission of the Village is to:
 To Protect the Resident’s Right to Quiet Enjoyment of Life
 To Plan for Enhancing Our Village Character

Council Communication
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 To Preserve Our Community; Its People, Natural Resources, and Pride
 To Provide Basic Services to Support our Quality of Life

This mission, which is prominently displayed on the Village Website as well as included in the
Village’s annual Budget Books, is supported by the Village’s Comprehensive Plan, including but
not limited to Goal 1-1 and Goal 1-3 as follows:

GOAL 1-1: IMPLEMENT FUTURE LAND USE VISION. Realizing the
following:

That the Village incorporated to create a Comprehensive Plan to reclaim the
Keys by conserving, preserving, and retaining our remarkable assets — our
waters and natural environment — and our quality of life;

That the Village is and must continue to be synonymous with sport fishing,
diving, the Everglades National Park, the living coral reef, Indian Key,
Lignumvitae Key, Shell Key, Windley Quarry, and many species of fish and
fowl;

That the Comprehensive Plan must further understanding of the ecological limits
of our Keys and prohibit any further degradation of our natural resources by
incompatible land and marine activities such as casino boats, sea planes,
personal watercraft, and other watercraft that are operated improperly; and

That the Comprehensive Plan must describe public and private actions needed to
protect and retain the Village’s waterways and natural resources comprising our
unique ecosystem as well as preserve the quiet solitude of the backcountry.

The Comprehensive Plan shall provide a growth management framework
that:

 Directs development only to sites that can accommodate such activity
without promoting conflict with natural resources;

 Encourages sustainability by limiting growth in order to establish and
maintain acceptable levels of service for hurricane evacuation, potable
water and wastewater services, traffic flow, recreation and open space as
well as reclaim and preserve the quality of our natural resources;

 Keeps development away from the shoreline and wetlands;
 Provides a sound basis for developing land use controls that ensure

acceptable levels of service for hurricane evacuation, protect coastal
resources, including nearshore waters, wetlands, grassbed flats,
mangroves, as well as hammocks, and establish a basis for managing
landscaping, signage, parking, drainage, and water quality;

 Relies on ecological constraints to establish limits for growth and create
standards and criteria to ensure that human induced activities do not
diminish assets of our unique coastal environment; and
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 Ensures that the character and location of land uses incorporate best
management practices and principles of resource conservation, promote
orderly land use transition, and minimize threats to health, safety, and
welfare which may be caused by incompatible land uses, environmental
degradation, hazards and nuisances.

GOAL 1-3:  LIMIT GROWTH WITHIN THE VILLAGE. Islamorada,
Village of Islands shall manage the rate of development and population growth to
promote small-town ambiance, improve quality of life for residents, enhance and
protect natural resources and environmental quality unique to the Florida Keys,
comply with adopted level of service standards for public facilities, effectively
time public infrastructure and services according to the availability of public
funds and support safe and timely evacuation prior to a hurricane.

The limitation on growth within the Village is further supported by Comprehensive Plan Policy
1-2.1.8:  Establish Gross Floor Area, which states:

“The maximum gross floor area (GFA) of any structure, other than those for public and
semi-public uses, constructed after the effective date of the Comprehensive Plan shall be
ten thousand (10,000) square feet provided the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) and  building
setbacks  are  compliant  with the  Land Development Regulations, and unless otherwise
approved by the Village Council. The Land Development Regulations may further
restrict the maximum building size.”

The above-referenced Policy currently allows for structures that are greater than 10,000 square
feet to be approved by Village Council. However, due to increased pressures of developments,
residents of the Village have expressed their desire to further limit growth. The Village citizenry
and Village Council recognize the need to protect the high quality of life in the Village and
desire to limit the impact on the ‘sense of place’ and unique character created by the small scale
of the Village’s nonresidential development. This desire was identified and set forth in the CCTF
Recommendations Report to the Village Council which included a recommendation to “place on
the referendum limiting new commercial development to a 10,000 square foot a maximum with
an exception for places of worship, educational facilities, museums, existing structures, and
applications in the pipeline as of the effective date of this amendment”. While the proposed
amendment is not a referendum, the proposed Ordinance is drafted to implement the
communities’ vision.

Limiting the total maximum (nonresidential) gross floor area of a structure encourages
appropriately sized and scaled buildings for the community. In order to develop a rationale for
the proposed amendment, it is necessary to review the scale and size of existing buildings within
the Village. When evaluating proposed amendments to Policy 1-2.1.8, staff reviewed the square
footage of floor area of existing structures within the Village by utilizing data from the Monroe
County Property Appraiser. Staff found that for parcels that contain one (1) structure with
nonresidential floor area, eighteen (18) of the 181 parcels contained nonresidential floor area
greater than 10,000 square feet. Therefore, approximately ninety percent (90%) of these
structures within the Village are less than 10,000 square feet.
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The amount ranges from 10,114 square feet to 57,287 square feet as shown in the Table 1.

Table 1. Nonresidential Floor Area of Parcels with One Structure Greater than 10,000 SF

NAME ADDRESS

FLOOR
AREA
(SF) ZONING FLUM

PELICAN PLAZA 86701 OVERSEAS HWY 10,114 HC MU

SOUTHEBYS 81888 OVERSEAS HWY 10,771 VC MU

SANDAL FACTORY 81917 OVERSEAS HWY 10,827 VC MU

VENETIAN PLAZA 85960 OVERSEAS HWY 10,994 NC MU

GALLERIA 80925 OVERSEAS HWY 11,519 HC MU
HISTORY OF DIVING
MUSEUM 82990 OVERSEAS HWY 12,150 HC MU

PLAZA 88 88005 OVERSEAS HWY 12,150 HC MU

FORESTEK 88521 OVERSEAS HWY 12,760 HC MU

WHALE HARBOR* 83413 OVERSEAS HWY 13,478 TC MU

ISLAND SILVER & SPICE 81981 OVERSEAS HWY 13,748 VC MU
ISLAMORADA
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING 81990 OVERSEAS HWY 14,400 VC MU
ISLANDER MUSEUM AND
CONFERENCE CENTER 82100 OVERSEAS HWY 15,336 TC MU

CORAL GRILL** 83500 OVERSEAS HWY 15,565 HC MU
MONTE GREEN MINI-
WAREHOUSE 86430 OVERSEAS HWY 18,325 I I

UPS BUILDING 200 INDUSTRIAL RD 21,200 I I

WORLDWIDE SPORTSMAN 81576 OVERSEAS HWY 21,751 VC MU

FISHBOWL*** 83230 OVERSEAS HWY 23,058 HC MU

SHRIMP FARM 88081 OVERSEAS HWY 57,287 M M
* Existing structure has been demolished but is approved for redevelopment pursuant to Resolution 14-11-84 for the
redevelopment of a 13,478 square foot restaurant.
**Denotes demolished structure.
*** Denotes vacant structures.

Staff did not include hotels and motels in the calculations of these values in Table 1 because
hotels/motels may contain both dwelling units (i.e. transient hotel rooms) and nonresidential
floor area (i.e. restaurants). Hotel/motel units are not considered nonresidential floor area. The
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Village Council has also expressed a desire to exempt hotel and motels. However, the proposed
amendment has been drafted to specify that structures associated with a hotel that would utilize
nonresidential floor area, including but not limited to, a spa, conference center or restaurant
would not be exempt from the maximum 10,000 square foot limitation. Furthermore, the LPA
recommended that the Village Council include an exemption for education institutional uses,
including both public and private K-12 schools and secondary education, in the proposed
Ordinance.

Pursuant to Code Section 30-32, Educational institution means any premises or site upon which
there is a public or private institution of learning, which conducts regular classes, courses of
study, or both, required for accreditation by or membership in the state department of education,
the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, or the Florida Commission of
Independent Schools. The term "educational institution" includes a premises or site upon which
there is a day care center, nursery school, pre-kindergarten, elementary school, middle school, or
high school; professional institution, or an institution of higher education, including a community
college, junior college, or four-year college or university; libraries, art galleries and museums
open to the public; or special institution of learning.

The LPA also expressed concern over limiting the nonresidential floor area of structures that
serve public universities or private research universities which may prevent a university from
locating within the Village. Changes to the definition of “education institution” will be discussed
in the staff report for the associated amendment to the Land Development Regulations.

Staff completed a review of existing churches and private schools and found that of the sixteen
(16) parcels identified, five (5) parcels contained structures greater than 10,000 square feet
(approximately 31%) as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Nonresidential Floor Area of Churches and Private Schools

NAME ADDRESS

FLOOR
AREA
(SF) ZONING FLUM

MATECUMBE METHODIST 106 JOHNSTON RD 1,776 SR MU
SPIRIT & TRUTH MINISTRY
CHURCH 89655 OVERSEAS HWY 1,799 NR
BURTON MEMORIAL
CHURCH 123 HIGH ST 1,965 R1 RM
IMMANUEL EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN 120 OCEAN DR 2,378 PS PS
IMMANUEL EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN 108 OCEAN DR 2,378 PS PS
7TH DAY ADVENTISTS
CHURCH 86450 OVERSEAS HWY 3,616 I I
SAINT JAMES THE
FISHERMAN 87500 OVERSEAS HWY 5,662 PS PS

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 81200 OVERSEAS HWY 5,836 PS PS
PEARL HOUSE OF WORSHIP
INC 161 PEARL AVE 7,328 R1 RM

MATECUMBE METHODIST OVERSEAS HWY 7,539 PS PS

CORAL ISLES CHURCH OF 90001 OLD HWY 9,888 PS PS
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THE UPPER KEYS INC

CHURCH OF ST JAMES-THE-
FISHERMAN 87500 OVERSEAS HWY 10,795 PS PS
SAN PEDRO CATHOLIC
CHURCH 89500 OVERSEAS HWY 11,507 PS PS
ISLAND COMMUNITY
CHURCH, GYM 83400 OVERSEAS HWY 15,143 PS PS
ISLAND COMMUNITY
CHURCH 83250 OVERSEAS HWY 15,972 PS PS
ISLAND COMMUNITY
CHURCH, SCHOOL 83400 OVERSEAS HWY 16,380 PS PS

Staff also completed a review of existing structures containing public uses, including public
utilities and found that of the nineteen (19) parcels identified, five (5) parcels contained
structures greater than 10,000 square feet (approximately 26%) as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Nonresidential Floor Area of Public Use and Utility Structures

NAME ADDRESS

FLOOR
AREA
(SF) ZONING FLUM

BELLSOUTH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 89170 OVERSEAS HWY 200 PS PS
FLORIDA KEYS ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE 80571 OLD HWY 242 PS PS

ISLAMORADA CABOOSE 82500 OVERSEAS HWY 380 VC MU

CABLEVISION 80891 OLD HWY 594 MF RH

NPK PUMP STATION
MM 89.5 OVERSEAS
HWY 630 PS PS

COUNTY GARAGE 87831 OVERSEAS HWY 1,560 HC MU
SCHOOL BOARD - BUS
DEPOT

MM 89.5 OVERSEAS
HWY 1,920 HC MU

PK PUBLIC WORK OFFICE 103 KEY HEIGHTS DR 2,237 PS PS

AMERICAN TOWER L P 89170 OVERSEAS HWY 2,460 HC MU
ISLAMORADA FIRE
STATION 19 74070 OVERSEAS HWY 3,523 PS PS
BELLSOUTH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 82689 OVERSEAS HWY 3,678 VC MU

UPPER KEYS GOV’T CTR 88820 OVERSEAS HWY 4,380 PS PS

US COAST GUARD PALERMO DR 9,718 PS PS
ISLAMORADA FIRE
STATION 20 81850  OVERSEAS HWY 5,810 PS PS

FOUNDERS PARK 87000 OVERSEAS HWY 16,156 R R
OLD MARINERS HOSPITAL /
MONROE COUNTY 50 HIGH POINT RD 26,840 PS PS
PK GOVERNMENT
CTR/COURTHOUSE

88770 & 88800 OVERSEAS
HWY 14,221 PS PS
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PLANTATION KEY SCHOOL
MM 89.5 OVERSEAS
HWY 48,371 PS PS

CORAL SHORES HIGH
SCHOOL 89901 OLD HWY 180,730 PS PS

Compatibility with the Principles for Guiding Development
The following shall be the principles with which any plan amendments must be consistent
pursuant to the Florida Keys Area of Critical State Concern designation as set out in Chapter
380.0552(7), Florida Statutes.

(a) To strengthen local government capabilities for managing land use and development so that
local government is able to achieve these objectives without the continuation of the area of
critical state concern designation.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (a) of the Principles for Guiding
Development by furthering Islamorada’s ability to manage land use and development
through the limitation of uncontrolled growth.

(b) To protect shoreline and marine resources, including mangroves, coral reef formations,
seagrass beds, wetlands, fish and wildlife, and their habitat.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (b) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. Any development within the Village would be required to adhere to all
applicable Land Development Regulations and Comprehensive Plan Policies including the
implementation of stormwater regulations which aid in protecting marine resources by
protecting near shore water quality. This requirement stands regardless of the size of any one
structure on a property.

(c) To protect upland resources, tropical biological communities, freshwater wetlands, native
tropical vegetation (for example, hardwood hammocks and pinelands), dune ridges and
beaches, wildlife, and their habitat.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (c) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. Any development proposed on property containing environmentally sensitive
resources would be required to meet shoreline and environmental setback criteria, as
established in the Comprehensive Plan and Land Development Regulation requirements, and
obtain appropriate permits from state and federal agencies as necessary, regardless of the
maximum permitted size of a structure.

(d) To ensure the maximum well-being of the Florida Keys and its citizens through sound
economic development.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (d) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. The data presented within this report indicates that the majority of existing
structures is smaller than 10,000 square feet and would require any new development to be
consistent with other economic development patterns within the Village.
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(e) To limit the adverse impacts of development on the quality of water throughout the Florida
Keys.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (e) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. Any development would be required to adhere to all applicable
Comprehensive Plan Policies and Land Development Regulations including the
implementation of stormwater regulations which aid in protecting near shore water quality,
regardless of the size of a structure.

f) To enhance natural scenic resources, promote the aesthetic benefits of the natural
environment, and ensure that development is compatible with the unique historic character
of the Florida Keys.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (f) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. Islamorada has Comprehensive Plan that contains Goals, Objectives and
Policies that seek to limit growth within the Village to ensure that the unique historic
character of the Village remains. The data presented in this report indicates that the majority
of structures containing nonresidential uses are less than 10,000 square feet.

(g) To protect the historical heritage of the Florida Keys.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (g) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. Development within Islamorada historically has been constrained due to
limited land area coupled with a strong desire of the Village citizenry to maintain strong ties
to the natural resources of both the land and surrounding water bodies that support the
historical heritage of the Florida Keys.

(h) To protect the value, efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and amortized life of existing and
proposed major public investments, including:

1. The Florida Keys Aqueduct and water supply facilities;
2. Sewage collection and disposal facilities;
3. Solid waste collection and disposal facilities;
4. Key West Naval Air Station and other military facilities;
5. Transportation facilities;
6. Federal parks, wildlife refuges, and marine sanctuaries;
7. State parks, recreation facilities, aquatic preserves, and other publicly owned properties;
8. City electric service and the Florida Keys Electric Co-op; and
9. Other utilities, as appropriate.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (h) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. The proposed amendment would not adversely impact the value, efficiency,
cost-effectiveness, and/or amortized life of existing and proposed major public investments.
The proposed amendment provides an exemption for public facilities and utilities.

(i) Protecting and improving water quality by providing for the construction, operation,
maintenance, and replacement of stormwater management facilities; central sewage
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collection; treatment and disposal facilities; and the installation and proper operation and
maintenance of onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (i) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. This proposed amendment will not adversely affect stormwater management
facilities, central sewage collection, treatment and disposal facilities, or the installation and
proper operation and maintenance of onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems.

(j) Ensuring the improvement of nearshore water quality by requiring the construction and
operation of wastewater management facilities that meet the requirements of §
381.0065(4)(1) and 403.086(10), as applicable, and by directing growth to areas served by
central wastewater treatment facilities through permit allocation systems.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (j) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. Any proposed development subsequent to the adoption of the proposed
amendment would be required to be consistent with the requirements of § 381.0065(4)(1) and
403.086(10), Florida Statutes, and the Village’s Comprehensive Plan and Wastewater Master
Plan, regardless of maximum building size.

(k) To limit the adverse impacts of public investments on the environmental resources of the
Florida Keys.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (k) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. The proposed amendment is not anticipated to create adverse impacts of
public investments on the environmental resources of the Florida Keys.

(l) To make available adequate affordable housing for all sectors of the population of the
Florida Keys.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (l) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. The proposed amendment is not anticipated to negatively impact affordable
housing. Affordable housing is controlled by density which is not linked to nonresidential
floor area but which is determined by dwelling units.

(m) To provide adequate alternatives for the protection of public safety and welfare in the event
of a natural or manmade disaster and for a post-disaster reconstruction plan.

The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (m) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. The proposed amendment would not affect the provision of adequate
alternatives for the protection of public safety and welfare in the event of a natural or
manmade disaster and for a post-disaster reconstruction plan. The proposed amendment
would allow for the reconstruction of an existing structure that may be greater than 10,000
square feet of nonresidential area provided that the legally established square footage is not
further increased and that it otherwise meets the requirements of the Village’s Code of
Ordinances and the Florida Building Code.

(n) To protect the public health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of the Florida Keys and
maintain the Florida Keys as a unique Florida resource.
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The proposed amendment is consistent with Principle (n) of the Principles for Guiding
Development. The proposed amendment would not negatively affect the health, safety, or
welfare of the citizens of the Florida Keys. Rather, the proposed amendment supports and
ensures that Islamorada remains a unique Florida resource by controlling growth and the
associated impacts from large structures.

Staff has found that the proposed amendment is consistent with the Goals, Objectives, and
Policies of the Comprehensive Plan and the Principles for Guiding Development.

The data presented in this report indicates that the majority of structures currently existing are
less than 10,000 square feet. Furthermore, the Village’s CCTF and Comprehensive Plan support
the limitation on large-scale developments. It is an exception to see structures larger than 10,000
square feet in the Village, and it is generally is not consistent with the communities’ vision at-
large to promote small-town ambiance.

Budget Impact:
Staff anticipates that the budget impact would be limited as the proposed Ordinance does not
seek to halt all development, but rather encourage appropriately scaled development within the
Village.

Staff Impact:
Staff impact is limited to the drafting of the proposed Ordinance.

Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Village Council pass the proposed Ordinance on first reading.
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ORDINANCE NO.

AN ORDINANCE OF ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF
ISLANDS, FLORIDA, AMENDING POLICY 1-2.1.8
“ESTABLISH GROSS FLOOR AREA” OF THE VILLAGE’S
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TO LIMIT THE MAXIMUM
GROSS FLOOR AREA OF ANY NONRESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURE WITHIN THE VILLAGE; PROVIDING FOR
THE TRANSMITTAL OF THIS ORDINANCE TO THE
STATE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY;
PROVIDING FOR SEVERABILITY; AND PROVIDING
FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE UPON APPROVAL OF THIS
ORDINANCE BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

WHEREAS, the Islamorada, Village of Islands Comprehensive Plan (the “Comprehensive

Plan”) became effective December 6, 2001; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Chapter 163, Part II, Florida Statutes, Islamorada, Village of

Islands, Florida (the “Village”) proposes to amend (the “Amendment”) the Comprehensive Plan;

and

WHEREAS, Section 163.3191, Florida Statutes, directs local governments to

periodically assess the status of the adopted comprehensive plan in adequately addressing

changing conditions; and

WHEREAS, in 2014, the Village’s Community Character Task Force developed a

definition of community character for the Village which defines the very essence of the small-

town characteristics of the Village; and

WHEREAS, the Village Council of Islamorada, Village of Islands (the “Village

Council”) desires to support the small-town vision of its founders by limiting the maximum size

of nonresidential structures; and
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WHEREAS, the Village Council desires to limit the total nonresidential floor area of any

structure within the Village to a maximum of 10,000 square feet; and

WHEREAS, the Village Council also desires to create an exemption process for specific

uses; and

WHEREAS, the Village has conducted duly noticed public hearings for the

Comprehensive Plan Amendment pursuant to Section 163.3184(11), Florida Statutes; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Chapter 163.3174, Florida Statutes and Sections 30-101 of the

Village Code, the Local Planning Agency publicly considered this Ordinance during a duly noticed

public hearing on August 10, 2015; and

WHEREAS, the provisions of this Ordinance are consistent with the Village

Comprehensive Plan and the principles for guiding development in the Florida Keys Area of

Critical State Concern; and

WHEREAS, this Ordinance is enacted to carry out the purpose and intent of, and

exercise the authority provided by, the Community Planning Act as set forth in Chapter 163,

Florida Statutes; and

WHEREAS, the Village Council finds that the adoption of this Ordinance is in the best

interest of the Village and does comply with all applicable laws, as well as promotes the general

health, safety, and welfare of the Village residents.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE VILLAGE COUNCIL OF

ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS, FLORIDA AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Recitals. The above recitals are true and correct and incorporated herein

by this reference.
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Section 2. Comprehensive Plan Amendment. Policy 1-2.4.8 of the Islamorada,

Village of Islands Comprehensive Plan is amended to read as follows:

Additional text is shown as underlined; deleted text is shown as strikethrough

*  *  *  *  *
Policy 1-2.4.8: Establish Gross Floor Area. The maximum gross floor area (GFA) of any structure,
other than those for public and semi-public uses and except as provided below, constructed after the
effective date of the Comprehensive Plan January 1, 2015 shall be ten thousand (10,000) square feet
provided the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) and building setbacks are compliant with the Land Development
Regulations, and unless otherwise approved by the Village Council. The Land Development Regulations
may further restrict the maximum building size.

1. Structures existing as of January 1, 2015 that are greater than ten thousand (10,000) square
feet of gross floor area in its present configuration may remain and may be replaced with
equal floor area; but in no case shall the nonresidential floor area of said structure or
replacement structure be increased.

2. Application for site plan and/or conditional use permit for any structures greater than ten
thousand (10,000) square feet of gross floor area submitted prior to January 1, 2015, and
that have received a notice of approval, notice of intent or notice of public hearing, shall
be exempt from the provisions hereof.

3. Replacement of structures greater than ten thousand (10,000) square feet of gross floor
area through an approved site plan or conditional use permit shall be exempt from the
provisions hereof. In no case shall the approved nonresidential floor area be increased.

4. Structures containing public uses as defined in Section 30-32 of the Village Code shall be
exempt from the provisions hereof.

5. Boat Barns as defined in Section 30-32 of the Village Code shall be exempt from the
provisions hereof.

6. Hotels and Motels, provided the total amount of nonresidential floor area within any
structure does not exceed ten thousand (10,000) square feet shall be exempt from the
provisions hereof.

7. Educational Institutional uses as defined in Section 30-32 of the Village Code shall be
exempt from the provisions hereof.

*  *  *  *  *
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Section 3. Transmittal. Pursuant to Sections 163.3184, Florida Statutes, the Village

Clerk is authorized to forward a copy of this Ordinance to the State Department of Economic

Opportunity (the “DEO”).

Section 4. Severability. The provisions of this Ordinance are declared to be

severable and if any section, sentence, clause of phrase of this Ordinance shall for any reason be

held to be invalid or unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining

sections, sentences, clauses, and phrases of this Ordinance but they shall remain in effect, it

being the legislative intent that this Ordinance shall stand notwithstanding the invalidity of any

part.

Section 5. Effective Date. This Ordinance shall not become effective until a Notice of

Intent has been issued by DEO finding the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to be in compliance as

defined in Section 163.3184(1)(b), Florida Statutes. If timely challenged, the Comprehensive Plan

Amendment shall not become effective until DEO or the Administration Commission enters a final

order determining the adopted Comprehensive Plan Amendments to be in compliance.

The foregoing Ordinance was offered by , who moved its adoption on
first reading.  This motion was seconded by , and upon being put to a
vote, the vote was as follows:

Mayor Mike Forster
Vice Mayor Deb Gillis
Councilman Jim Mooney
Councilman Chris Sante
Councilman Dennis Ward

PASSED on first reading this day of , 2015.

The foregoing Ordinance was offered by , who moved for its adoption.  This
motion was seconded by , and upon being put to a vote, the vote was as
follows:
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Mayor Mike Forster
Vice Mayor Deb Gillis
Councilman Jim Mooney
Councilman Chris Sante
Councilman Dennis Ward

PASSED AND ADOPTED on second reading this ___ day of _____, 2015.

_____________________________________
MIKE FORSTER, MAYOR

ATTEST:

___________________________________
KELLY TOTH, VILLAGE CLERK

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY
FOR THE USE AND BENEFIT OF
ISLAMORADA, VILLAGE OF ISLANDS ONLY

___________________________________
ROGET V. BRYAN, VILLAGE ATTORNEY
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Community Character Task Force
Recommendations to Village Council

1. The Community Character Task Force (the “CCTF”) recommends the Village Council to
adopt the unabridged definition of Community Character created by the Task Force for
incorporation and inclusion in the Comprehensive Plan and the Code of Ordinances
(Attachment A). This recommendation was made at the May 20, 2014 CCTF Meeting by
general consensus.

2. Tony Hammon made the motion that no alcoholic beverages be sold within 500 feet of
child care facilities, schools and places of worship. Skip Bradeen seconded the motion.

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel X
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson X
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith X

A vote was taken and the motion passed 5-0.

3. Pete Bacheler made the motion that Village Council consider the carryover of cumulative
square footage of use to three or less lots by a super majority vote. Bob Johnson seconded
the motion (i.e. if you have 3 lots there can be a 15,000 square foot building provided it
complies with the FAR. If you have 2 lots, there can be a 10,000 square foot building
with a super majority vote).

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel NO
Vice Chair Amy Knowles NO
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES

A vote was taken and the motion passed 6-2.

4. Vice Chair Amy Knowles made the motion to place on the referendum limiting new
commercial development to a 10,000 square foot maximum with an exception for places
of worship, educational facilities, museums, existing structures and applications in the
pipeline as of the effective date of this amendment. Pete Bacheler seconded the motion.

cheryl.cioffari
Highlight
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Attachment 2
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NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel YES
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES

A vote was taken and the motion passed 8-0.

5. Bob Johnson made the motion that Village Council consider increasing density to buffers
and / or setbacks for intense developments contiguous to residential homes and
neighborhoods. Pete Bacheler seconded the motion.

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel YES
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES

A vote was taken and the motion passed 8-0.

6. Myles Milander made the motion that Village Council consider requiring an eight (8)
foot solid wall for nonresidential development between and along parcels that are
contiguous to residential uses and residential zoning. Bob Johnson seconded the motion.

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel YES
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES

A vote was taken and the motion passed 8-0.
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7. Bob Johnson made the motion that Village Council consider a supermajority vote for site
plan approval for development over 10,000 square feet. Pete Bacheler seconded the
motion.

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel YES
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES

A vote was taken and the motion passed 8-0.

8. Skip Bradeen made the motion that Village Council eliminates drive-throughs except for
financial institutions. Pete Bacheler seconded the motion.

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel YES
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES

A vote was taken and the motion passed 8-0.

9. Tony Hammon made the motion that Village Council consider providing incentives for
businesses that come into compliance with the definition of Community Character. Pete
Bacheler seconded the motion.

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel YES
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES
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A vote was taken and the motion passed 8-0.

10. Vice Chair Amy Knowles made the motion that Village Council determines the level of
service (LOS) for traffic by segments rather than overall County LOS. Pete Bacheler
seconded the motion.

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel YES
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon YES
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES

A vote was taken and the motion passed 8-0.

11. Bob Johnson made the motion that Village Council take more punitive measures against
buildings that have been abandoned for one year or more. Vice Chair Amy Knowles
seconded the motion.

NAME VOTE ABSENT
Chair Corie Abel YES
Vice Chair Amy Knowles YES
Pete Bacheler YES
Skip Bradeen YES
Tony Hammon X
Bob Johnson YES
Myles Milander YES
Cale Smith YES

A vote was taken and the motion passed 7-0
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Foreword

A community’s character would not exist without its residents, whose varied mores, folkways,

lifestyles and environment are inseparable and inextricably linked to any definition of community

character. Islamorada, Village of Islands is a special place, built on an ancient coral reef, rich in

history, environment and ecology, in culture and climate, and small-town, relaxed atmosphere,

all linked to the sea. There is no short version to define Islamorada’s community character, and

it would be a total injustice for this subject matter if the narrative is overly condensed. It should

come as no surprise that many people define character differently, and it varies slightly from

person to person. What we all do have in common, however, is love of place.

Introduction

Islamorada, Village of Islands (“Islamorada”) is comprised of four islands, limited in land mass,

and connected by a series of bridges and by a two lane road, the Overseas Highway (US1),

designated a Florida Scenic Highway. Paralleling the road is the Florida Keys Heritage Trail, a

federally-funded bicycle trail.  The preservation and enhancement of community character is

probably the most elemental and pervasive growth and development issue facing Islamorada

today. The natural beauty and sense of small-town community make these islands a very

desirable place to live, work and visit.  A major tourist destination, approximately three million

tourists pass through Islamorada or visit annually.  Islamorada’s economy is wholly dependent

upon tourism dollars which are derived primarily from fishing, diving, and eco-tourism.

Incorporated in 1998, Islamorada has a population of approximately 6,000 citizens. Roughly

translated from the Spanish, “Islamorada” means “Island Home”.

Much of mainstream America is urban, suburban, industrial or rural, lending a homogeneous

look to those communities, and rendering them indistinguishable from one another.
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Islamorada’s unique community and environment are much more diverse, allowing for a greater

choice of lifestyle options, primarily dictated by the tropical climate and easy accessibility to the

water.

Islamorada lies within Monroe County, an area of Critical State Concern, so designated as to

protect the fragile environment of the Florida Keys from over-development which would put the

already stressed natural resources of the islands in real jeopardy. Islamorada’s history, identity

and character are strongly linked to its proximity to the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico.

Bounded by the Everglades National Park (a World Heritage Site) to the north and northwest,

and the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary to the east, the Keys are protected by the third

largest barrier reef in the world, the only living coral reef chain in the continental United States.

Also to the north, and within Everglades National Park, lies Florida Bay, the easternmost region

of the Gulf of Mexico. It is among the world’s largest estuarine systems.

Within these waters are found tidal wetlands, mangrove forests and seagrass habitats, all

essential to providing food, shelter and nursery grounds for a large variety of finfish,

crustaceans, marine mammals, reptiles and birds, many of which are threatened or endangered

species. These waters, on the Oceanside and Bayside of our islands, hold a vast majority and

diversity of the saltwater species found in North America.

The four islands that make up Islamorada, Village of Islands are Plantation Key, Windley Key,

Upper Matecumbe Key and Lower Matecumbe Key. The word “Key” is derived from the Spanish

“cayo”, meaning “small island”. Collectively they are “Islamorada”, but each has its own distinct

character, which, in and of itself, is a community asset.

Plantation Key

Arriving from the north, one can immediately begin to sense the history of these island

communities reflected in the name “Plantation Key”, as the name itself refers to the pineapple
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plantations established in the 19th century by Islamorada’s earliest settlers. Here, amid the

mixture of residential homes, small businesses, well-kept schools and churches, one passes by

Seminole Boulevard and Indian Mound Trail, so named for a burial site from even earlier

inhabitants. Remnants of a large Native American mound were discovered on Plantation Key,

and the state’s archeologists who excavated the site dated the artifacts found there as from as

early as 500 to 700 AD. In fact, each of our four islands has the remains of Pre-Columbian

Indian settlements, and artifacts can still be found at the north and south end of each island.

An essential key to a community’s success can be found in its school system. Islamorada’s

close-knit, family-friendly culture laid the foundation for the outstanding education offered by

four top-notch schools within the boundaries of the Village. Here on Plantation Key are two of

these top rated public schools in Florida: Coral Shores High School and Plantation Key

Elementary School. Each of these schools traditionally and consistently receives an “A” rating

and offer state-of-the-art programs and facilities for the families of the Upper Keys.

Continuing southward, take note of the Monroe County Courthouse and other government

facilities before approaching the centerpiece and pride of the municipality of Islamorada:

Founders Park. The founders referred to in the park’s name were among Islamorada’s original

families. They and the many other early pioneers that came after them, left us with a wonderfully

rich and irreplaceable historic character, which has helped to shape today’s Islamorada.  Those

families and the generations that have followed them are proudly known as “Conchs”.

Formerly the site of the landmark Plantation Yacht Harbor Resort and restaurant rumored to

number among its early owners the infamous gangsters Meyer Lansky and Lucky Luciano, the

40 acre property now houses Islamorada’s government center and council chambers, combined

with a state-of-the-art fire and police station. Also on site are a modern marina facility for private

vessels, an open-air amphitheater, an Olympic-sized swimming pool to which collegiate and
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Olympic swimmers come from around the world to train, a manicured beach, a dog park, tennis

and basketball courts, and several well-lit sporting fields for baseball, soccer and lacrosse.

Social, recreational and cultural events are held on a regular basis at Founders Park.

Treasure Village, on the Oceanside, once a diving museum and now an A-ranked Charter

School, was built in 1949 by Art McKee, a legendary diver who excavated the remains of a 1733

Spanish fleet broken up on the reef during a storm. Named The McKee Museum of Sunken

Treasure, it was also known as “McKee’s Castle” for its resemblance to a medieval castle, and it

housed his considerable collection of artifacts, among which were silver coins dated 1732.

Just north of the Snake Creek Bridge, on the Oceanside, is the Snake Creek Hammocks,

Florida Keys Wildlife and Environmental Area. The site is among several containing the best

examples of tropical hardwood hammocks, and was purchased by the state of Florida to protect

and restore native plants and animals, many of which are found nowhere else in the continental

US. Hardwood hammocks are also important habitat to the highly endangered Schaus

Swallowtail Butterfly. In addition to the rich natural environment found here, one can also find

the remnants of habitation mounds left behind by the Matecumbe Indians. At the south west end

of the island is found a US Coast Guard Station, and the seafaring Venetian Shores subdivision

of 300+ homes accessed by land or by sea, an observation easily made if delayed at Snake

Creek by the only remaining drawbridge in the Keys.

Windley Key

At first glance, one would perceive Windley Key to be predominately commercial in nature. On

the Oceanside, the island is lined with resorts, marinas and restaurants, with private homes and

condominiums nestled happily in between. One business in particular, and a significant Windley

Key landmark, is a marine mammal park, in continuous operation since1946. Visitors can
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experience an extremely close and personal encounter with many creatures of the sea,

including swimming with dolphins.

Conversely, on the Bayside, and with few exceptions, the other half of the island has remained

in its natural state, with a small slice of notable history. Within mangroves, wetlands and

hammocks lies the Windley Key Fossil Reef Geological State Park, described as follows in the

Management Plan issued by the Department of Environmental Protection’s Division of

Recreation and Parks on March1, 2012:

“Windley Key is best known for its important role in the construction of Henry Flagler’s Overseas

Railroad, providing the keystone fill for the bed of the railroad. Later it was discovered the

fossilized coral rock could be extracted and polished for decorative use.

The historic channeling machine found at the park played an important role in carefully

extracting large 10-ton blocks of fossilized coral from the quarries. The 8-10 foot deep channels

cut into the coral literally provide a snapshot 100,000 years into the past when the land currently

known as the Florida Keys were underwater and still living reefs.

The park’s quarry walls are one of only two locations in the continental United States that

provides such a significant cross section of ancient coral reef. Samples taken from the walls

have helped scientists determine the origin of the reefs and the Florida Keys.

For this reason and their role in the construction of Florida’s East Cost Railroad, the quarries at

the park are eligible for listing in the National Historic Register. In addition to significant

geological features, the park also supports several well- developed rare habitats, including a

rockland hammock, marine tidal swamp and Keys cactus barren. The park provides valuable

interpretive, educational and outdoor recreational opportunities to Florida’s residents and

visitors through public access facilities and programs of the geological state park.
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Windley Key Fossil Reef Geological State Park is significant not only for its unique geologic

features, but also for its important role in early 20th century history. When Henry Flagler began

development of the railroad that was to run from Miami to Key West, Windley Key became an

important component in the construction process due to its high elevation and location to the

railroad construction. Three quarries in the park were dredged to supply rock to the railroad bed

and bridge approaches, and later as decorative construction material. Once the railroad was

completed, the “Quarry Station” located in the Flagler Quarry was a regular stop for passengers,

the delivery of freshwater, and the transportation of the decorative keystone block. Remnants of

this station are still present in the park.

As a result of the types of corals that have been identified at Windley Key, geologists have been

able to determine that the upper Keys were once a patch reef with the more extensive outer

bank reefs having been formed further seaward.”

While proceeding southward and crossing the Whale Harbor Channel, take note of the two large

Oceanside marinas, one at the end of Windley Key, and the other across Whale Harbor

Channel at the entrance to Upper Matecumbe. They are home to two of the three large offshore

sport fishing fleets which fuel Islamorada’s only industry: tourism. Although the backcountry

fishing charters are roughly equal in numbers, the vessels are smaller and their departure

locations, some of which include the larger marinas, are otherwise scattered throughout the

municipality.

Every year the Whale Harbor Bridge itself is used for a rather unusual tradition called the

Blessing of the Fleet. This event is non-denominational and is often presided over by several

religious leaders, as each vessel, private as well as commercial, respectfully approaches, one-

by-one to receive a little help from the heavens, possibly for good weather, fair seas and good

fishing. And on this day, one can deeply feel the character of those who dwell upon our islands.
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Upper Matecumbe Key

As Islamorada’s central business district, Upper Matecumbe is the busiest and most congested

island along the two-lane highway, bordered by roughly a 50-50 blend of commercial and

residential properties. In addition, it is home to the lion’s share of Islamorada’s fishing fleet,

offshore and backcountry, with two major marinas at the beginning and at the end of the island.

Continuing southbound, on the Bayside, one finds Island Christian School. Not only is it one of

the highest rated private schools in South Florida, it also often serves as another center for

cultural and community events. Near the school, and along an ancient shoreline at the edge of

the rich mangrove community, one can see pre-Columbian Native habitation mounds and two

ancient fresh water wells that were used by native people and seafaring travelers alike.

Oceanside, one should take notice of the U.S. Post Office, at the intersection of DeLeon Ave

and US 1. It was near the site of today’s Post Office that a train, sent from Miami to evacuate

the Works Progress Administration (WPA) construction workers, was lost in the high winds and

tidal surge of the Great Labor Day hurricane of 1935. Only the engine survived, and the train

never completed its mission. With estimated sustained winds of close to 185 miles per hour,

causing almost total destruction, that particular storm reshaped the history of both Islamorada

and the entire Florida Keys, as it ended the Overseas Railway.

Keep looking left, and one cannot miss Islamorada’s beautifully landscaped Florida Keys

Memorial, known locally as the Hurricane Monument, which also serves as a crypt for many of

the more than 400 folks that perished, including over 250 World War I veterans who, under the

WPA, had been hired to work on the new Overseas Highway. The monument was added to the

National Register of Historic Places in 1995.

After the storm, when Islamorada was recovering, the federal government and the Red Cross

subsidized the construction of “hurricane homes”. Built of solid concrete and much higher in
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elevation than their predecessors, most of these “Red Cross” houses survived Hurricane Donna

in 1960, and some still stand occupied today, most notably near the monument.

Across US1 from the Hurricane Monument, stands one of those buildings, the present-day

Helen Wadley Branch Library. It was used as a school until the library’s dedication in 1966.

Next to the library is the island’s fire station, named after the late Bernard Russell, one of only

three surviving Islamorada family members of the Russell family, which had numbered 15

before the 1935 hurricane. Annually, residents and veterans gather together to remember and

honor those lost souls, attending a memorial service at the Hurricane Monument on Veterans

Day and Memorial Day.

Bayside, there is a fishing club, established in 1947, that shines with local fishing history,

beginning with the early members who were very much involved in drafting the initial fishing

regulations for the Everglades National Park. At that time the infant park was being raided by

“seine boats” casting wide nets, which was one of the first issues successfully addressed and

resolved in the drafting of the Park’s rules and regulations. In fact, the new Park officials relied

heavily upon club members who were far more knowledgeable than they were about the

brackish waters of the Florida Everglades and Florida Bay. Among the club’s members were

those who pioneered the sport of saltwater fly fishing, both on the shallow water flats of Florida

Bay, and in the deeper Atlantic waters. Fifty years ago the first of many Tarpon fly fishing

tournaments was organized as a way to keep the backcountry guides employed into the

summer months. Currently, the entire month of June is booked with fly fishing tournaments,

attracting Tarpon anglers from around the world. Today’s catch-and-release ethic, promoted by

fly anglers, has changed our fishing ethos from catch and keep to conservation and resource

preservation, and has influenced the fishing industry nationwide.
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Other notable places throughout Upper Matecumbe include a major resort with a par 3 golf

course. The Pioneer Cemetery, tiny and well-maintained, is located just off the beach, next to a

traditionally-used location for a Sunrise Service held each year on Easter Sunday. The

cemetery contains the gravestones of some of Islamorada’s Founding Families, the Russells,

Pinders and Parkers, and was designated as a Historic Site by the Historical Association of

Southern Florida. This resort is only a couple of blocks away from The Morada Way Arts and

Cultural District, a popular destination for tourists and residents alike. A monthly “walk-about”

features the work of local artists, and food and beverages from area restaurants.

Immediately before crossing the next bridge, take note of the island’s third large marina, on the

Oceanside, established in the 1940’s. Decades of local lore exist here, along with the many

seafaring tales of the legendary captains who participated in the evolution of the Sport Fishing

industry, spanning several generations, giving credence to Islamorada’s claim to the title “The

Sport Fishing Capital of the World”.

Lower Matecumbe

Predominately residential in nature, even the subdivisions have their own individual

characteristics. As one enters the island, a funky little marina will appear on the bayside where

the mighty Silver King (tarpon) awaits continuous feeding from tourists and locals alike. These

fish are big, hungry and never leave home. While the rest of Islamorada becomes more

contemporary, this little place has retained the feel of old Florida and the golden, stress-free

days of another era.

A little further south, Oceanside, one resident always keeps a sensible distance from an

American Crocodile. It is neither pet nor companion, but simply lives there, occasionally taking

a dip in the resident’s freshwater pool. The American Crocodile is an endangered species. Its

range includes southern Mexico, Central America, the Caribbean and northern South America.
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A small remnant population lives in the Keys and the waters surrounding Islamorada are a part

of its traditional habitat. Although it is among the world’s largest crocodiles, males in the US

population rarely exceed 13 feet in length. Less aggressive than alligators, they have been

known to attack people, but are much more likely to flee from human contact.

A little more than halfway across Lower Matecumbe, on the Oceanside, the shallow Sea Oats

Beach offers an unobstructed view of the Florida Straits for about a mile. A natural turtle nesting

area, it is not unusual to see a wading fly fisherman seeking the elusive bonefish. However, the

beach sometimes has her dark side, when even in a strong tropical storm or weak hurricane,

the tidal surge covers the highway, briefly stranding residents.

Across the highway commercial fishermen ready their traps for the next spiny lobster and stone

crab seasons.

On the Bayside, the Florida National High Adventure Sea Base is an annual destination for an

average of 7000 Boy Scouts of America and their leaders. A centerpiece for scouting, this

complete facility hosts youngsters from all over America, providing once-in-a-lifetime encounters

with marine life, above and below water. These lads often arrive with a sense of excitement and

leave filled with awe and amazement, returning home with a small yet valuable piece of our

community character in their duffel bags and backpacks.

One’s last stop in the Village of Islands is at the south end of Lower Matecumbe and is nothing

short of unadulterated beauty. At Anne’s Beach, one of Islamorada’s parks, one can wade,

swim, rest or simply sit in the ocean. One can picnic, sleep or enjoy walking on a winding

boardwalk through the mangroves. It’s free, and the best place on earth to do absolutely

nothing. For residents and visitors alike, it’s a place like this, offering a direct connection to the

Ocean, which serves to adjust our collective perspective.
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Islamorada Offshore

In addition to the four populated islands, within Islamorada’s waters there exist smaller,

uninhabited islands rich in history and important environmental habitat as exampled by the

Cowpens Cut, Horseshoe Key, Indian Key and Lignumvitae State Tropical Preserve.

Slightly North of Plantation Key is Cowpens Cut, so named by long-ago hunters who captured

manatees there for their meat and hides. The manatee, an endangered species, has been a

protected mammal in Florida since the early 1800s. The deep-water channel is today a part of

the Intracoastal Waterway system. On the remote side, there existed a rookery for the

magnificent roseate spoonbill, frequently mistaken for the pink flamingo.

On the N.W. corner of Upper Matecumbe Key is tiny Horseshoe Key. Named for its shape, it is

an important rookery and one can find cormorants, osprey, frigate birds and pelicans roosting

there, in addition to migratory species. In fact, many  of our mangrove islands and mud flats

offer perfect “rest stops” for the many land birds and shorebirds that migrate north in the spring

and south in the fall. More than sixteen species of raptors alone migrate through the Keys each

year, with peregrine falcons being the most numerous. In addition, the endangered white

crowned pigeon nests and roosts on the mangrove islands, returning to the hardwood

hammocks by day to feed.

Upper and Lower Matecumbe are connected by bridges and landfill. Collectively called Indian

Key Fill, the causeway and bridges were created by Henry Flagler, in the railroad construction

era.  Looking southward from The Fill, one can clearly see Indian Key and Alligator Lighthouse

on the Oceanside, and Lignum Vitae Key on the Bayside, all historic landmarks.

The Indian Key Historic State Park, a Spanish trading post in the 1700’s, lies about a mile

offshore. Indian Key was the first settlement in the Islamorada area, and was designated the

first government seat for Dade County in 1836. One can tour the walking paths and see the
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remains of a tiny community that, despite the lack of fresh water and the lash of hurricanes, was

a thriving settlement until, during the Second Seminole War, an Indian attack in 1840 destroyed

all but a single building. The old cisterns and some foundations are still partially intact.

Alligator Reef and Lighthouse was so named after the armed-frigate USS Alligator, which on

November 19, 1822, went hard-aground while chasing pirates. Four days elapsed and after

constant attempts to free the vessel the ship was finally scuttled and set ablaze, ordered by Lt.

William Allen on November 23, 1822. The Alligator Lighthouse was established in 1873 and

automated in 1963 and has stood watch most effectively since its inception, saving countless

lives and guiding many a sailor to his home port.

In this vicinity the reef itself offers a little underwater trench on the south side, teeming with

colorful marine life that thrills snorkelers and divers on a daily basis. Other notable dive and

snorkel locations are Hens & Chickens, Cheeca Rocks and Davis Light.

Lignumvitae Key Botanical State Park is a 280-acre island just offshore, on the Bayside of

Lower Matecumbe. Featuring hardwood hammocks, a ranger house and walking paths, it is

here where the famed Lignumvitae tree is plentiful. The wood on this tree is so hard that it was

used in the war effort in WWll to augment the metal shortage. Here, too, are found remnants of

an earlier culture as evidenced by a kitchen midden and burial site, and, on the western end, a

puzzling 3,000 foot coral rock wall. Puzzling, in that no one can definitively explain who built it,

when, or for what purpose.
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Summary

“Unique” may be the single most appropriate word to describe Islamorada, Village of Islands, as

its rare geology places our small communities atop an ancient coral reef, and our history

evolved from bands of indigenous people who inhabited each island long before the recorded

European explorers visited. Eventually, an eclectic blend of settlers from throughout the

Caribbean and the mainland US prevailed. From pirates and privateers, to wreckers and

salvers; from an Indian massacre, and Henry Flagler’s railroad, to the Overseas Highway; and

from the impact of nature’s wrath to the irrepressible human spirit to rebuild, Islamorada has

undeniably evolved in an exceptional manner.

Islamorada has historically existed within an Area of Critical State Concern, and within the

boundaries of Islamorada there exist a National Park, a National marine Sanctuary, three State

Parks, six Village Parks, four Village beaches, one Village Marina, three Village Firehouses, and

one state-of-the-art Village Hall.

The 17 mile drive through Islamorada presents the first and arguably the best view of the

turquoise waters. Charter fishing docks and iconic restaurants and businesses line the road

dotted with neighborhoods and dozens of lesser known, but no less inviting alternatives. More

quietly, historic sites, museums and nature trips add to the mix of entertainment options.

Islamorada is a wonderful mix of one-of-a-kind seafood restaurants, quaint mom-and-pop

resorts, luxury resorts, retail shops, grocery stores, and residences, often side-by-side.

One of the first things a visitor notices on the drive through Islamorada is the trees. Long before

Islamorada’s incorporation, a county ordinance was passed, imposing a 35 foot height limitation

on all buildings so that they would not be taller than the trees. This ordinance was ratified by

referendum, in 2010, with Islamorada residents voting 84% to approve, and thereby further
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adding to the appeal and charm of the community while affirming a desire to retain the small

town look and feel of Old Florida.

A community’s character and its definition lie within the sum of its parts. As a tourist destination,

Islamorada enjoys a vibrant economy and a close-knit community; business decisions are made

locally, and dollars are kept in the local economy, creating more jobs; the products sold are

based on local needs and interests, and not on a national sales plan; it is a place where private

and public spaces overlap, and where we buy goods and services from businesses owned by

our neighbors. Our neighborhoods are secure, stable and well-maintained. Residents keep

close and intimate contact with their neighbors; business owners have a personal interest in

their clients and their families; our neighborhoods, businesses, and civic associations, our faith

based groups, and our school organizations all have strong citizen involvement. People cross

traditional social and economic lines to participate in activities which involve their families and

interests, building strong relationships and trust.  We have each made a conscious choice to

forgo some of the amenities of living in a bigger community in order to be a part of something

more meaningful. It is this sense of belonging that radiates out to the visitor.

As every development, public or private, no matter how big or how small, has the potential to

affect a community’s character, this community character statement should be considered by

every Village council person, Village staff member, and by each Village resident as land use

decisions are considered on a case by case basis. As this definition is incorporated into the

Comprehensive Plan, the Land Development Regulations, and the Village code, its message

shall be retained as an important component in overall land use policies and future land use

decisions.
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It is this, coupled with our varied lifestyles, appreciation for our rich history and culture, and our

environmental stewardship, which constitutes the very essence of community character in a

most wonderful and unique place, simply called, Islamorada, Village of Islands.




